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1. Introduction
It is easy to understand the Molecular Dynamics (MD) technique, even if you have
no background in statistical mechanics. In contrast, some knowledge of statistical
mechanics is required to understand the Monte Carlo (MC) method. In this chapter,
I will introduce the MC method, assuming that the reader has no knowledge whatsoever of statistical mechanics. Moreover, it is not my aim to rederive all of this vast
subject in a few pages. Rather, I shall make use of analogies, intuitive arguments and
known results, to arrive at the desired results. This approach makes the present chapter a nightmare for the purist: I will cut many corners, I will declare certain unproven
results to be intuitively obvious, and I will even make statements that are not always
true. My aim, in this chapter, is twofold. First, I hope to achieve that, at the end of
the chapter, the reader will have working knowledge of the MC method. Second, I
hope that the reader will not consider the MC method as a black box, but rather as a
technique that can be understood and extended in a rational way. I urge those readers
who wish to know more about the MC method, or about statistical mechanics in
general, to consult the relevant literature. In this context, a series of books on the
MC method, edited by K. Binder [1-3], is an important source of information. Although most aspects of MC simulations are discussed in these books, the emphasis
is on simulation in the context of statistical physics (e.g, critical phenomena). The
book by Allen and Tildesley [4] discusses MC techniques as applied to atomic and
molecular systems. A good 'technical' description of the MC method as a numerical
scheme can be found in a book by Kalos and Whitlock [5]. Finally, quite a few of
the articles referred to in the present chapter can be found in an annotated reprint
collection, edited by Ciccotti et al. [6]. Those readers who are interested in using the
MC method, but not in its 'derivation', can skip directly to Sec. 3.

1.1. From MD to MC

The idea behind MD simulations is that we can study the average behavior of a
many-particle system simply by computing the natural time evolution of that system
numerically and averaging the quantity of interest over a sufficiently long time. To
take a specific example, let us consider a fluid consisting of atoms. Suppose that we
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wish to compute the average density of the fluid at a distance r from a given atom i,
p1(r). Clearly, the instantaneous density depends on the coordinates qi of all particles
j in the system. As time progresses, the atomic coordinates will change (according
to Newton's equations of motion), and hence the density around atom i will change.

Provided that we have specified the initial coordinates and momenta of all atoms

e(0),p"(0) we know, at least in principle, the time evolution of pi(r;qN(0),
p"(0),t). In an MD simulation, we measure the time-averaged density pi(r) of a
system of N atoms, in a volume V, at a constant total energy E
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Note that, in writing down this equation, we have implicitly assumed that for sufficiently long T, the time-average does not depend on the initial conditions. This is,
in fact, a subtle assumption that is not true in general (see e.g. Ref. 7). However, as
stated above, we shall disregard subtleties and simply assume that, once we have
specified N, V and E, time-averages do not depend on the initial coordinates and
momenta. If that is so, then we would not change our result for j7rt5 if we average
over many different initial conditions, i.e. we consider the hypothetical situation
where we run a large number of MD simulations at the same values for N, V and E,
but with different initial coordinates and momenta
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We now consider the limiting case where we average over all initial conditions compatible with the imposed values of N, V and E. In that case, we can replace the sum
over initial conditions by an integral
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where £2 (N,V,E) =L dedp" (we have ignored a constant factor, see note [8]). The
subscript E on the integrals indicates that the integration is restricted to a shell of
constant energy E. We call such an average over 'phase space' (i.e. over all coordinates and momenta), an ensemble average, and we denote it by < >, to distinguish
it from a time average, denoted by a bar. The reader may expect that, by now, we are
seriously over-averaging and, indeed, this is the case. If we switch the order of the
time averaging and the averaging over initial conditions, we find

p .(r) = lim
T.4
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However, the ensemble average in the above equation does not depend on the time
t'. This is so, because there is a one-to-one correspondence between the initial phasespace coordinates of a system, and those that specify the state of the system at a later
time t' (see e.g. [7,9]). Hence, averaging over all initial phase-space coordinates is
equivalent to averaging over the time-evolved phase space coordinates. For this reason we can leave out the time averaging in Eq. 4 and we find

p(r) =

<131(r)

'rive

(5)

The above equation states that, if we wish to compute the average function of the
coordinates and momenta of a many-particle system, we can either compute that
quantity by time averaging (the `MD' approach), or by ensemble averaging (the
'MC' approach). I should stress that I have only tried to make Eq. 5 plausible. I have
not proven it. In fact, that would have been quite impossible because Eq. 5 is not true
in general. However, in what follows, we shall simply assume that the 'ergodic hypothesis', as Eq. 5 is usually referred to, applies to the systems that we study in
computer simulations. The reader should, however, be aware that there are many
examples of systems that are not ergodic in practice (e.g. glasses, metastable phases)
or even in principle, e.g. nearly harmonic solids. I refer the reader who is interested
in the more fundamental aspects of statistical mechanics to the excellent textbooks
on this subject, for instance Refs. 7 and 10-12.
1.2. From ensembles to sampling
Although we have now expressed the average value of a measurable quantity in
terms of an integral over phase space, Eq. 5 is never used in practice to compute such
averages. In fact, two steps are needed to transform Eq. 5 into a form that is convenient for numerical simulation. The first step, although useful, is not essential, but the
second is. Let us first consider the non-essential change. It is often (though not always, see Ref. 13) convenient to perform MC simulations on a system of constant
temperature T, rather than at constant total energy E. Below, I shall show how averages at constant N, V and T can be expressed. The second, non-trivial, step is to
construct an algorithm that allows us to estimate ensemble averages in a reasonable
amount of computing time. It is only at this stage that the MC scheme will be introduced.
1.2.1. From N, V, E to N, V, T
Consider a system of N particles in a volume V. The energy E of that system is a
function of the coordinates q" and momenta p" of all particles in the system. Quite
generally, the total energy can be written as a sum of the kinetic energy K and the
potential energy U. The latter is a function of the coordinates q" only. It is conventional to refer to this sum of the kinetic and potential energy as the 'Hamiltonian' of
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the system, denoted by the symbol H(p",q") a K + U. Clearly, we can express the
condition that the energy of the system has a fixed value E, simply as

H(pN,qN) = E
The 'volume' in phase space 11 (N,V,E), that satisfies the condition H = E, is given
by [14]:

0. (N,V,E) = f dpNdqN 5(H(pN,e) E)

(6)

Next we consider what happens if we bring this system in contact with a large heat
bath. Let us denote the number of particles in the heat bath by M (» N), and its
volume by V, (> V). The heat bath can exchange energy with the N-particle system,
but we assume that the total energy of the two systems has a fixed value, say E0. Let
us now compute the average of a property X(p",q") of the small system

<X>,,,.

f dE< X > .i/ (N,V,E) SI (M,V0,E0 E)
,

(7)

J dEil (N,V,E) C2 (M,V,,E, E)
As E, > E, we can write
In f2 (M,V,,E,

E) = ln SI (M,V0,E0) E

aln SI (M,V0,E1

ao

+ 0(E2)

(8)

e = En

The terms of order E2 vanish in the limit M ) ce. We denote the derivative
aln SI (M,V,,E')
DE'

by [3. Note that, whereas ln SI is an extensive quantity [15], p is intensive. In fact
ln il is directly related to the entropy S of the system, and p to the temperature. I can
make this plausible, using the following argument. First of all, we note that fl is a
function that depends on the state of the system, and not on its history: i.e. it is a
thermodynamic state function. Secondly, it follows from thermodynamics that if we
transfer an amount of energy E from the heat bath to the small system, the entropy
of the heat bath changes by an amount AS = E/T. If we insert this relation into
Eq. 8, we find that

-

Alnil = ASxTxil

(9)

where we have ignored the terms 0(E2) that vanish in the limit of an infinite heat
bath. As both ln fl and S are extensive thermodynamic state functions, it seems plausible to assume that the two are, in fact, linearly related. This implies that x T equals
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a constant, denoted (for historical reasons) by k-B1 (k8 is the Boltzmann constant).
Our relation between S and In LI then becomes
(10)

lc ' S = In SI + constant

In classical statistical mechanics, the absolute value of the entropy is left undetermined. See, however, [8]. Note that definition of the entropy given in Eq. 10 is
consistent with our earlier definition of [3
13 =

k_ips)

ralnE-2)
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aE )

8
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where the last quantity is simply the thermodynamic relation between temperature
and entropy. We can now use the above identification of the various terms in Eq. 8
to write

LI (M,V,,E0 E) = fl (M,V0,E0) x exp[

13E]

If we insert this result in Eq. 7, we find
f dE < X > LI (N,V,E) exp [ PE]
<X>NVT

r

i dal (N,V,E) exp[

(12)

PE]

Using Eq. 6, and the fact that
5 dEf(E) 8 (H(p " ,q")

E) = f(H(p N,q"))

we can rewrite Eq. 12 as

5 dedp" X(q",p") exp [
< X >,,,,,T

j dedp " exp [

PH(p",qN)]

(13)

131-1(p NAN )]

The denominator in Eq. 13 is (but for a constant factor, see Eq. 36 below) equal to
the so-called partition function, Q, of the system. If we know the partition function
of the system, we can compute the Helmholtz free energy. Such calculations constitute a separate topic that will be discussed in detail in later chapters. Having written
down Eq. 13, the problem that now remains is to actually compute the desired average
< X >NNIT This is where the MC scheme enters the scene. Before we proceed, we
make one more simplification. In Eq. 13 the observable X has been expressed as a
function of coordinates and momenta. As the kinetic energy is a quadratic function
of the momenta, the integration over momenta can be carried out analytically. Hence,
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averages of functions that depend on momenta only are usually easy to evaluate. The
difficult problem is the computation of averages of functions X(q"). Only in a few

exceptional cases can the multidimensional integral over particle coordinates be
computed analytically; in all other cases numerical techniques must be used.
1.3. Why MC sampling?
Monte Carlo sampling is a numerical technique that can be used to evaluate multidimensional integrals of the type discussed in the previous section. It might appear
that the most straightforward approach would be to evaluate < X > in Eq. 13 by numerical quadrature, for instance using Simpson's rule. It is easy to see, however, that
such a method is completely useless even if the number of independent coordinates
dN (d is the dimensionality of the system) is still very small (0(10)). Suppose that
we plan to carry out the quadrature by evaluating the integrand on a mesh of points
in the dN-dimensional configuration space. Let us assume that we take m equidistant
along each coordinate axis. The total number of points at which the integrand must
be evaluated is then equal to mm. For all but the smallest systems this number becomes astronomically large, even for small values of m. For instance, if we take 100
particles in three dimensions, and m = 5, then we would have to evaluate the integrand at 10" points! Computations of such magnitude cannot be performed in the
known universe. And this is fortunate, because the answer that would be obtained
would have been subject to large statistical errors. After all, numerical quadratures
work best on functions that are 'smooth' over distances corresponding to the mesh
size. But for most potential energy functions U(te), the Boltzmann factor in Eq. 13
is a rapidly varying function of the particle coordinates. Hence an accurate quadrature requires a small mesh spacing (i.e. a large value of m). Moreover, when evaluating the integrand for a dense fluid (say), we would find that for the overwhelming
majority of points this Boltzmann factor is vanishingly small. For instance, for a fluid
of 100 hard spheres at the freezing point, the Boltzmann factor would be non-zero
for 1 out of every 102" configurations!
The above example clearly demonstrates that better numerical techniques are needed
to compute thermal averages. One such technique is the MC method, or more precisely,
the MC importance-sampling scheme introduced in 1954 by Metropolis et al. [16]. The
application of this method to the numerical simulation of dense molecular systems is
the subject of the present chapter.

2. The M etropolis method
The closing lines of the previous section suggest that it is in general not possible
to evaluate an integral jde exp [ I3U(qN)] by direct quadrature. However, unless
we wish to compute the free energy of the system, we are not interested in the individual values of the integrals in the numerator and denominator of Eq. 13, but rather
in the ratio of these integrals
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dq" A(qN) exp [
< A > NVT

f

pU(q")]

exp[_pu(qN)]

(14)

What Metropolis et al. [16] showed is that it is possible to devise an efficient scheme
to sample such a ratio [17]. In order to understand the Metropolis method, let us first
look more closely at the structure of Eq. 14. In what follows we denote the configurational part of the partition function by Z
Z E

f dqN exp[ 13U(qN)]

(15)

Note that the ratio exp [ 131.J]/Z in Eq. 14 is the probability density to find the
system in a configuration around qN.

Let us denote the probability density by P(q"). Clearly, P(e) is non-negative.
Suppose now that we are somehow able to randomly generate points in configuration
space according to this probability function P(q"). This means that, on the average,

the number of points n, generated per unit volume around a point qr is equal to
LP(qr), where L is the total number of points that we have generated. In other words
L

<A>

n A(qr)

=

(16)

0.1

Let us next consider how to generate points in configuration space with a relative
probability proportional to the Boltzmann factor. The general approach is first to
prepare the system under study in a configuration qr that has a non-vanishing
Boltzmann factor p(qi). This configuration may, for example, correspond to a regular crystalline lattice with no hard-core overlaps. Next we generate a new trial configuration qi" by adding a small random displacement Se to qr . The Boltzmann
factor of this trial configuration is p(qr). We must now decide whether we will accept
or reject the trial configuration. There are many possible rules for making this deci-

sion that satisfy the constraint that on the average the probability of finding the
system in a configuration qr is proportional to w(q). Here we discuss only the
Metropolis scheme, because it is simple and generally applicable.
Let us now 'derive' the Metropolis scheme to determine the transition probability
ml.i to go from configuration qr to qr . It is convenient to start with a thought experiment (actually a thought simulation). We carry out a very large number (say M) of
MC simulations in parallel, where M is much larger than the total number of accessible configurations. We denote the number of points in any configuration qr by

mi. We wish that, on average, m, is proportional to p(qr). There is one obvious
condition that the matrix elements nti must satisfy: namely that they do not destroy
such an equilibrium distribution once it is reached. This means that, in equilibrium,
the average number of accepted trial moves that result in the system leaving state i
must be exactly the average number of accepted trial moves from all other states j to
state i. It is convenient to impose a much stronger condition, namely that in equilib43
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rium the average number of accepted moves from i to any one state j is exactly
cancelled by the number of reverse moves. This 'detailed balance' condition implies
the following
plltlJ =
pi nii

(17)

There are many possible forms of the transition matrix nu that satisfy Eq. 17. Let us
look how it ij is constructed in practice. We recall that an MC move consists of two
stages: first we perform a trial move from state i to state j. We denote the transition
matrix that determines the probability to perform a trial move from i to j by au. a is
usually referred to as the underlying matrix of the Markov chain. The next stage is
the decision to either accept or reject this trial move. Let us denote the probability
of accepting a trial move from i to j by P. We now choose a to be a symmetric matrix.
With this choice for a , we can rewrite Eq. 17 in terms of Pu

ppIj = piPP

(18)

From Eq. 18 follows
PU

Pp

pi
= exp[
pi

=

(U_.U1)]

(19)

Again, there are many possible choices for P that satisfy this condition (and the
obvious condition that the probability Pu cannot exceed 1). The choice of Metropolis
et al. is
Pi/P,

Pu =

PJ < Pi

(20)
1

Pi

Pi

Other choices for Pu are possible (for a discussion, see for instance [4]), but the
original choice of Metropolis et al. appears to result in a more efficient sampling of
configuration space than most of the other strategies that have been proposed.
In summary, then, in the Metropolis scheme, the transition probability for
going
from state i to state j is given by
au
It

a1(PJ/P1)
it11

Pi

=

=

1

Pi

(21)
Pi < P1

Ejinij

Note that we still have not specified the matrix a, except that it must be
symmetric.
This reflects the fact that there is a considerable freedom in the choice of
our trial
moves. We will come back to this point in the next section. One thing that we have
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not yet explained is how to decide whether a trial move is to be accepted or rejected.
The usual procedure is as follows: Suppose that we have generated a trial move from
state i to state j, with Ul > U1. According to Eq. 19 this trial move should be accepted
(Ui 1.11)] < 1. In order to decide whether to accept
with a probability Pu = exp [
or reject the trial move, we generate a random number r from a uniform distribution

in the interval [0,1]. Clearly, the probability that r is less than P is equal to P. We
now accept the trial move if r < Pu, and reject it otherwise. This rule guarantees that
the probability to accept a trial move from i to j is indeed equal to P. Obviously it
is very important that our random number generator does indeed generate numbers
uniformly in the interval [0,1]. Otherwise the MC sampling will be biased. The quality of random number generators should never be taken for granted. Good discussions
of random number generators can be found in the book 'Numerical Recipes' [18] and
in the book on MC techniques by Kalos and Whitlock [5].
To conclude this rather formal introduction to the Metropolis MC method, let me

conclude with a simple example that illustrates the difference between quadrature
and importance sampling. Suppose that a group of concerned citizens wishes to determine what fraction of the national high-voltage grid runs in the vicinity of houses.
Unfortunately, they do not know exactly how many high-voltage lines there are, nor
where they are located. They only know that all high-voltage lines are connected.
The conventional ('quadrature') method to measure the density of houses near a
power line (say, within 75 m), would be to set up a grid of equidistant mesh points
covering the entire country. For every grid point, one would first determine if it is
within 75 m of a power line and secondly if the mesh point is located within a house.
Clearly, as most of the countryside is not near a power line, this scheme is very
inefficient. The 'Metropolis' approach would be to start a random walk anywhere
near a power line. In this random walk, a trial move is rejected if it takes you more
than 75 m from the nearest power line, and is accepted otherwise. After every trial
move (accepted or not), we add one to a counter if we are inside a house, and zero
otherwise. The (unweighted) average of all these measurements yields an estimate
for the fraction of land near a power line that is covered by houses. This is the essence
of the Metropolis method.

3. Trial moves
Now that we have specified the general structure of the Metropolis algorithm, we
should consider its implementation. As the problem of selecting intermolecular potentials for the model system under study is discussed in Sec. 2,1 shall simply assume
that we have an atomic or molecular system in a suitable starting configuration, and
that we have specified all intermolecular interactions. We must now set up the underlying Markov chain, i.e. the matrix a. In more down-to-earth terms: we must
decide how we are going to generate trial moves. We should distinguish between
trial moves that involve only the molecular centers of mass and those that change the
orientation or possibly even the conformation of a molecule.
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3.1. Translational moves
We start our discussion with trial moves of the molecular centers of mass. A perfectly acceptable method to create a trial displacement is to add random numbers
between A and + A to the x, y and z coordinates of the molecular centre of mass
x,

-4 x1+ A (r, 0.5)

y, > y, + A (r, 0.5)
z,

(22)

z1+ A (r 0.5)

where r, are random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and I. Clearly, the
reverse trial move is equally probable (hence a is symmetric). However, we are faced
with two questions, namely: how large should we choose A? And: should we attempt
to move all particles simultaneously, or rather move one at a time? In the latter case
we should pick the molecule that is to be moved at random, to ensure that the underlying Markov chain remains symmetric. All other things being equal, we should
choose the most efficient sampling procedure. We use the following definition of an
optimal sampling scheme: An MC sampling scheme can be considered optimal, if it
yields the lowest statistical error in the quantity to be computed for a given expenditure of 'computing budget'. Usually, 'computing budget' is equivalent to CPU time.
From this 'definition' it is clear that, in principle, a sampling scheme may be optimal for one quantity but not for another. Actually, the above definition is all but
useless in practice (as are most definitions). It is just not worth the effort to measure
the error estimate in, for instance, the pressure, for a number of different MC sampling schemes in a series of runs of fixed length. However, it is reasonable to assume
that the mean-square error in the 'observable' is inversely proportional to the number
of 'uncorrelated' configurations visited in a given amount of CPU time. And the
number of independent configurations visited is a measure for the distance covered
in configuration space. This suggests a more manageable criterion to estimate the
efficiency of an MC sampling scheme: namely the sum of the squares of all accepted
trial displacements divided by the computing time. This quantity should be distinguished from the mean-square displacement per unit of computing time, because the
latter quantity goes to zero in the absence of diffusion (e.g. in a solid or a glass),
whereas the former does not.
Using this criterion it is easy to show that for simulations of condensed phases it
is usually advisable to move particles one at a time. To see this, let us consider a
system of N spherical particles, interacting through a potential energy function
U(rn. Typically, we expect that a trial move will be rejected if the potential energy
of the system changes by much more than kBT. At the same time we try to make the
MC trial steps as large as is possible without having a very low acceptance. A displacement that would, on average, give rise to an increase of the potential energy by
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kJ would still have reasonable acceptance. In the case of a single particle trial move
we then have

<AU> = < au,>. Ar',`
Dr,

=0

+

1

2

<

a2u

agar!, >

+ f(u)A r f

Ar7Arr +
+ 0(A4)

(23)

where the angular brackets denote averaging over the ensemble, and the horizontal
bar denotes averaging over random trial moves. The second derivative of U has been
absorbed into the function f(U), the precise form of which does not concern us here.
If we now equate AU on the right hand side of Eq. 23 to k,T, we find the following
expression for 'KR
A

=

IcBT/f(u)

(24)

If we attempt to move N particles, one at a time, most of the computation involved
is spent on the evaluation of the change in potential energy. Assuming that we use a
neighbor list or a similar time saving device, the total time spent on evaluating the
potential energy change is proportional to nN, where n is the average number of
interaction partners per molecule. The sum of the mean-square displacement will be
proportional to NEP NkBT/f(U). And hence the mean-square displacement per unit
of CPU time will be proportional to: kBT/nf(U). Now suppose that we try to move
all particles at once. The cost of CPU time will still be proportional to nN. But, using
the same reasoning as in Eqs. 23 and 24, we estimate that the sum of the mean-square
displacements is smaller by a factor 1/N. Hence the total efficiency will be down by
the same factor. This simple argument explains why most simulators use single particle, rather than collective trial moves [19].
Next, consider the choice of the parameter A which determines the size of the trial
move. How large should A be? If it is very large, it is likely that the resulting configuration will have high energy and the trial move will probably be rejected. If it is
very small, the change in potential energy is probably small and most moves will be
accepted. In the literature one often finds the mysterious statement that an acceptance
of approximately 50% should be optimal. This statement is not necessarily true. The
optimum acceptance ratio is the one that leads to the most efficient sampling of
configuration space. If we express efficiency as mean-square displacements per CPU
time, it is easy to see that different MC codes will have different optimal acceptance
ratios. The reason is that it makes a crucial difference if the amount of computing
required to test whether a trial move is accepted depends on the magnitude of the
move (see Fig. 1).
For continuous potentials where all interactions have to be computed before a move
can be accepted or rejected, the amount of computation does not depend on the size
of the trial move. But the situation is very different for simulations of molecules with
hard repulsive cores. Here a move can be rejected as soon as overlap with any neigh47
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Fig. I. Left: Typical dependence of the mean-square displacement of a particle on the average
size A of the trial move. Right: Typical dependence of the computational cost of a trial move
on the step size A. For continuous potentials, the cost is constant, while for hard-core potentials
it decreases rapidly with the size of the trial move.

bor is detected. In this case, a rejected move is cheaper than an accepted one, and
hence the average computing time per trial move goes down as the step size is increased. As a result, the optimal acceptance ratio for hard-core systems is appreciably
lower than for systems with continuous interactions. Exactly how much depends on
the nature of the program, in particular on whether it is a scalar or a vector code (in
the latter case hard-core systems are treated much like continuous systems), how the
information about neighbor lists is stored, and even on the computational 'cost' of
random numbers and exponentiation. The consensus seems to be that for hard-core
systems the optimum acceptance ratio is closer to 20% than to 50%, but this is just
another rule-of-thumb.

3.2, Orientational moves
If we are simulating molecules rather than atoms we must also generate trial moves
that change the molecular orientation. As we suggested in Sec. 3.1, it almost requires
an effort to generate translational trial moves with a distribution that does not satisfy
the symmetry requirement of the underlying Markow chain. For rotational moves,
the situation is very different. It is only too easy to introduce a systematic bias in the
orientational distribution function of the molecules by using a non-symmetrical orientational sampling scheme. Several different strategies to generate rotational displacements are discussed in Ref. 4. Here I will only mention one possible approach.
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3.2.1. Rigid, linear molecules
Consider a system consisting of N linear molecules. We specify the orientation of
the ith molecule by a unit vector u1. One possible procedure to change u, by a small,

random amount is the following, First, we generate a unit vector v with random
orientation. This is quite easy to achieve (and is left as an exercise to the reader; if
you wish to check your result, see Ref. 4). Next we multiply this random unit vector
v by a scale factor y. The magnitude of y determines the magnitude of the trial rotation. Next we add y v to u1. Let us denote the resulting sum vector by t:t= y v + u.
Note that t is not a unit vector. Finally we normalize t, and the result is our trial
orientation vector u'. We still have to fix y, which determines the acceptance probability for the orientational move. The optimum value of y is determined by essentially the same criteria as for translational moves. We have not yet indicated whether
or not the translational and orientational moves should be performed simultaneously.
Both procedures are acceptable. However, if rotation and translation correspond to
separate moves, then the selection of the type of move should be probabilistic rather
then deterministic.

3.2.2. Rigid, non-linear molecules
Only slightly more complex is the case of a non-linear rigid molecule. It is conventional to describe the orientation of non-linear molecules in terms of the Eulerian
angles ((p , B ,y1). However, for most simulations, use of these angles is less convenient
because all rotation operations should then be expressed in terms of trigonometric
functions, and these are computationally 'expensive'. It is usually better to express
the orientation of such a molecule in terms of quaternion parameters (for a discussion
of quaternions in the context of computer simulation, see Ref. 4). The rotation of a
rigid body can be specified by a quaternion of unit norm Q. Such a quaternion may
be thought of as a unit vector in four-dimensional space
Q

E

(q0,q1,q2,q3) with (4,2+ q2i + q22+ q

=

1

(25)

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the quaternion components q0 and the
Eulerian angles
0

go

= cos-2- cos(

91

= siricos(

Cl2

= sin

C13

= cos-

(p

)

2

)

2

e sin(
0

+ III

W

(f)

+w

)

)

(26)
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and the rotation matrix R, which describes the rotation of the molecule-fixed vector
in the laboratory frame, is given by (see e.g. [20])
'q(2, +1:]

R =

2(q1q2

q23

2(q q2+ clo q3)

(c42)

2(q1q2 q,3 q2)

qa q3)

q2, + q.22 (4)

2(q2q3 +

cb, q1)

2(q1q3+
2(C12 (13

(ea

q2)
C10 C11)

(27)

q22+ q;

In order to generate trial rotations of non-linear rigid bodies, we must rotate the
vector (q0,qq2,q3) on the four-dimensional unit sphere. The procedure described
above for the rotation of a 3D unit vector is easily generalized to 4D. An efficient
method to generate random vectors uniformly on the 4D unit sphere has been suggested by Vesely [20].

3.2.3. Non-rigid molecules
The MC schemes that are needed to perform an efficient sampling of the conformations of flexible molecules, are rather different from the schemes discussed above,

In fact, as the chapter by Siepmann in this volume is devoted exclusively to the
description of such sampling schemes, I shall not discuss them here.

3.3. 'Unphysical' MC moves
An important advantage of the MC scheme is that it is possible to carry out 'unphysical' trial moves that greatly enhance the speed with which configuration space
is sampled. An example is provided by the simulation of mixtures. In a Molecular
Dynamics simulation of, for instance, a binary (AB) mixture, the efficiency with
which configuration space is sampled is greatly reduced by the fact that concentration
fluctuations decay very slowly (typically the relaxation time 'T - DAD/X.2 where DA,
is the mutual diffusion coefficient and X is the wavelength of the concentration fluctuation). This implies that very long runs are needed to ensure equilibration of the
local composition of the mixture. In solids, equilibration may not take place at all.
In contrast, in a Monte Carlo simulation, it is permissible to carry out trial moves
that swap the identities of the two particles of the species A and B. Such moves, even
if they have only a moderate rate of acceptance (a few percent will do), greatly speed
up the sampling of concentration fluctuations. In recent years, much progress has
been made in the construction of new 'unphysical' MC moves that can greatly improve the sampling efficiency. Best known among these is the 'Swendsen-Wang'
scheme to perform collective moves on groups of coordinates [21] and subsequent
extensions and modifications of that scheme (see Ref. 3). Most of these cluster moves
are either limited to, or best suited for, lattice systems. For more details, I refer the
reader to the original literature.
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3.4. 'Physical' MC moves
In addition to the 'unphysical' sampling schemes discussed above, there have been
many attempts to construct MC schemes that utilize information about the 'natural'
motion of a many-body system to construct 'collective' many-particle moves. It
should be stressed that special techniques are required to construct such collective
MC moves, because, as was discussed below Eq. 24, a scheme where we would
simply attempt a random displacement of all N particles simultaneously, would be
less rather than more efficient than a sequence of single-particle moves, because a
very small step size is required to get a reasonable acceptance. In order to construct
larger collective trial moves, several authors have constructed hybrid techniques that
are, in a sense, intermediate between MC and MD (see e.g. Ref. 22 and the book of
Allen and Tildes ley [4]). The idea behind the earlier 'smart' MC schemes was to
construct trial moves that were not completely random, but utilized information
about the forces acting on the particles in the system. Recently, these techniques have
been considerably extended [23] in such a way that an MD algorithm can be converted into a 'collective' MC algorithm. The difference is that, whereas for MD we
should use time increments that are sufficiently small to ensure energy conservation
(see the preceding chapter by van Gunsteren), for MC we should use large time steps,
and accept or reject the position thus generated using (say) the Metropolis criterion.
It should be stressed that this scheme can only be applied to MD algorithms that are
time-reversible or, more precisely, that conceive volume in phase space (otherwise
there would be a bias in the sampling for which we should correct). For more details,
the reader is referred to Ref. 23.

4. Error estimates
Let us consider the measurement of a dynamical quantity A in an MC simulation
(the present discussion applies, with minor modifications, to MD simulations). During a simulation of m MC trial moves per particle, we obtain the following estimate
for the equilibrium estimate of A
I

Am = m

11

(28)

A(i)

i.1

where the subscript on A. refers to averaging over a finite 'time' m. If the ergodic
hypothesis is justified then Am> A as m --> so, where < A > denotes the ensemble
average of A. Let us now estimate the variance in Am, < A Am >2

<AAm>2 = <A><AAm>2
m

=

-L

m

.1 J.I

< (A0) <A >) (AO)

< A >)>

(29)
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Note that < (A(i)

< A >) (A(j) < A >) > in Eq. 29 is something like the time-correlation function in fluctuations in the variable A (in fact, for MD simulations it is
precisely that). Let us denote this correlation function by CA(j i). If the duration of
the sampling m is much larger than the characteristic decay time n'A of CA, then we
may rewrite Eq. 29 as

< (A A02 >

1

=m
V C(k)
M
k

-

211'i

m

C A(0)

(30)

In the last equation we have used the definition of n'A as half the sum from c= to
0. of the normalized correlation function
CA(k)/CA(0). The relative variance in A.
is therefore given by
< (.6,A02>

2 n'A < A2>

< A >2

m

< A >2
< A >2

(31)

Equation 31 clearly shows that the r.m.s. error in A. is proportional to (n`A/m)"2. This
result is hardly surprising. It simply states the well-known fact that the variance in
a measured quantity is inversely proportional to the number of uncorrelated measurements. In the present case, this number is clearly proportional to m/n`A . This result
may be trivial, but is nevertheless very important, because it shows directly how the
lifetime and amplitude of fluctuations in an observable A affect the statistical accuracy. This is of particular importance in the study of fluctuations associated with
hydrodynamical models or pre-transitional fluctuations near a symmetry breaking
phase transition. Such modes usually have a characteristic life time that is proportional to the square of their wavelength. In order to minimize the effects of the
finite
system size on such phase transitions, it is preferable to study systems with a box
size L that is large compared with all relevant correlation lengths in the
system.
However, due to the slow decay of long-wavelength fluctuations, the length of
the
simulation needed to keep the relative error fixed should be proportional to L2. As
the CPU time for a run of fixed length is proportional to the number of
particles (at
best), the CPU time needed to maintain constant accuracy increases quite rapidly
with the linear dimensions of the system (e.g. as L5 in three dimensions).
There is another aspect of Eq. 31 that is not immediately obvious, namely that it
makes a difference whether or not the observable A can be written
as a sum of uncorrelated single-particle properties. If this is the case, then it is easy to see that the
ratio (< A2> < A >2)/< A >2 is inversely proportional to the
number of particles, N.
To see this, consider the expressions for < A > and < A2> < A >2
in this case
<A> =

y,
1.1

and
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N

<A2>-<A>2

N

Ica1.-<a»nar-cac>

=
1=1

j=

(33)

1

If the fluctuations in a, are uncorrelated, then we find
< A2> < A >2
< A >2

1 < a2>
N

< a >2
< a >2

(34)

From Eq. 34 it is clear that the statistical error in a single-particle property is inversely proportional to N"2. Hence, for single-particle properties the accuracy improves as one goes to larger systems (at fixed length of the simulation). In contrast,
no such advantage is to be gained when computing truly collective properties. This
is one more reason why bigger is not always better. A more detailed discussion of
statistical errors in collective and single-particle time correlation functions can be
found in Refs. 24 and 25. Systematical techniques to measure statistical errors in
simulations are discussed in Refs. 4 and 26.

5. Other ensembles
In the previous sections we have introduced MC simulation as a technique to compute the average value of an arbitrary function A(q") of the coordinates of N particles
at constant temperature T and volume V
f dqNA(q") exp [
< A > NVT

r

131_1(e)]

cle exp [ PU(q")]

(35)

This average is usually referred to as the 'canonical' ensemble average. To be more
precise, the true canonical ensemble average (Eq. 13) includes the particle momenta.
However, in all cases of practical interest, the integration over momenta can be carried out analytically, and therefore does not require numerical sampling.
Most MC calculations to date have been performed in the constant-NVT ensemble.
However, it is sometimes advisable to perform a simulation where thermodynamic
variables other than N, V or T are kept fixed. In the present section we discuss such
simulations.

5.1. Isobaric-isothermal ensembles
The isobaric-isothermal (constant-NPT) ensemble is widely used in MC simulations. This is not surprising because most real experiments are also carried out under
conditions of controlled pressure and temperature. Moreover, constant-NPT simulations can be used to measure the equation of state of a model system even if the virial
expression for the pressure cannot be readily evaluated. This may, for instance, be
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the case for certain models of non-spherical hard-core molecules, but also for the
increasingly important class of models where the (non-pairwise additive) potential
energy function is computed numerically for each new configuration. Finally, it is
often convenient to use constant-NPT MC to simulate systems in the vicinity of a
first-order phase transition, because at constant pressure the system is free (given
enough time, of course) to transform completely into the state of the lowest (Gibbs)
free energy, whereas in a constant-NVT simulation the system may be kept at a
density where it would like to phase-separate into two bulk phases of different density, but is prevented from doing so by finite size effects.
Constant-pressure MC simulations were first described by Wood [27] in the context of a simulation study of two-dimensional hard disks. Although the method introduced by Wood is very elegant, it is not readily applied to systems with arbitrary
continuous potentials. McDonald [28] was the first to apply constant-NPT simulations to a system with continuous intermolecular forces (a Lennard-Jones mixture),
and it is the constant-pressure method of McDonald that is now being used almost
universally, and that is discussed below.
I will derive the basic equations of constant-pressure MC in a way that may appear
unnecessarily complicated. However, this derivation has the advantage that the same
framework can be used to introduce some of the other non-NVT MC methods to be
discussed below. For the sake of convenience we shall initially assume that we are
dealing with a system of N identical atoms. The partition function for this system is
given by
1

Q(N,V,T) a A3NN!

L

0

fLdq" exp[ BU(q")]

,0

(36)

where A = [h'/(2nm k0T)]la is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. It is convenient
to rewrite Eq. 36 in a slightly different way. We have assumed that the system is
contained in a cubic box with diameter L = VIn. We now define scaled coordinates
by

N

q,

= Ls,

for i = 1

Q(N,V,T)

,N. If we now insert these scaled coordinates in Eq. 36 we obtain

V"
= A3NNI

ri

ri

0

o

ds" exp[

PU(sN;L)]

(37)

In Eq. 37, we have written U(s";L) to indicate that U depends on the real rather than
the scaled distances between the particles. The expression for the Helmholtz free
energy of the system is

A(N , V ,T) = 1(0T ln Q
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=

k T In{ f ds" exp[ 13U(s";L))}

k T ln f AV'"
°
N!

°

= Aid (N,V,T) +

(38)

(N ,V ,T)

In the last line of the above equation we have identified the two contributions to the
Helmholtz free energy on the previous line as the ideal gas expression plus an excess
part. Let us now assume that the system is separated by a 'piston' [29] from an ideal
gas reservoir (see Fig. 2). The total volume of the system plus reservoir is fixed at a
value V,.

The total number of particles is M. Hence the volume accessible to the
V. The partition function of the total system
is simply the product of the partition functions of the constituent sub-systems
m F.--- M N ideal gas molecules is Vo

v"(v v)m r
j ds
AiNN!m!

Q(N,in,V,V0,T) =

r

cis exp[ 13U(s";L)]

(39)

Note that the integral over the sm scaled coordinates of the ideal gas yields simply 1.
For the sake of compactness we have assumed that the thermal wavelength of the
ideal gas molecules is also equal to A. The total free energy of this combined system
is A..= koT ln Q(N,M,V,V0,T). Now let us assume that the 'piston' between the
two subsystems is free to move, so that the volume V of the N-particle substrate can
fluctuate. Of course, the most probable value of V will be the one that minimizes the
free energy of the combined system. The probability density P(V) that the N-particle
subsystem has a volume V is given by
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Fig. 2. Ideal gas (in particles, volume V, V) can exchange volume with an N-particle system
(volume V).
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V"(Vo

P(V)

V)I" ds" exp [

fiU(sN;L)]

(40)

vo

5 dV'V'N(V0 V')tm f dsN exp [

f11.1(sN;L')]

We now consider the limit that the size of the reservoir tends to infinity (V0* cc,
M --)
, rn/V0
p). In that limit, a small volume change of the small system does
not change the pressure of the large system. In other words, the large system works
as a manostat for the small system. In that case we can simplify Eqs. 39 and 40. Note
that in the limit V/ V, -4 0 we can write
(V0

= V`j (1

Vyn

(V/ V0))r"

\Pon exp

mV/V01

Note that for m ) oo , exp [ mV/V0]
exp [ p V]. But, as the reservoir contains
an ideal gas, p can be written as P. With these substitutions Eq. 40 becomes
V" exp[

P(V)

I3PV] J

ds" exp [

(31_1(0;L)]

(41)

vo

5 dV' V'N exp [

riPV1 5 ds" exp [ 13U(sN;L')]

0

In the same limit, the difference in free energy between the combined system and the
ideal gas system in the absence of the N-particle subsystem is the well-known Gibbs
free energy G
r

G(N,P,T) =

koT ln dV

VN exp (

i3PV]

AiNN!

J

dsN exp [ _ PTAs" ;1,)]

(42)

Equation 41 is the starting point for constant-NPT MC simulations. The idea is that
the probability density to find the small system in a particular configuration of the
N atoms (as specified by 0) at a given volume V is given by

P(V;s") =

V" exp [

pv] exp [ 13U(s";L)]

vo

dV/ V'N exp[ 13PV] f dsN exp( 11.11J(0;L')]

We can now carry out Metropolis sampling on the reduced coordinates s" and the
volume V, with a weight function p (s",V) proportional to
exp [

f3U(SN,V) + PV N

ln V]

In the constant-NPT MC method, V is simply treated as an additional coordinate,
and trial moves in V must satisfy the same rules as trial moves in q (in particular,
we should maintain the symmetry of the underlying Markow chain). Let us assume
that our trial moves consist of an attempted change of volume from V' = V + AV,
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where AV is a random number uniformly distributed over the interval [AVmnx,
+ AV.]. In the Metropolis scheme such a random volume changing move will
be accepted if

exp [ 13(U(sN,V') U (0,V) + p(V' V) 1\43- ln (V./V))] > R

(43)

where R is a random number, uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. Instead
of attempting random changes in the volume itself, one might construct trail moves
in the box length L [28], or in the logarithm of the volume [30]. Such trial moves are
equally legitimate, as long as the symmetry of the underlying Markow chain is maintained. However, such alternative schemes result in a slightly different form for Eq. 43.

The frequency with which trial moves in the volume should be attempted is dependent on the efficiency with which 'volume space' is sampled. If, as before, we
use as our criterion of efficiency: (sum of squares of accepted volume changes)/
(CPU time), then it is obvious that the frequency with which we attempt moves
depends on the 'cost'. In general, a volume trial move will require that we recompute
all intermolecular interactions. It is therefore comparable in cost to carrying out N
trial moves on the molecular positions. In such cases it is common practice to perform
one volume trial move for every cycle of positional trial moves. Note that, in order

to guarantee the symmetry of the underlying Markov chain, volume moves should
not be attempted periodically after a fixed number (say N) positional trial moves.
Rather, at every step there should be a probability 1/N to attempt a volume move
instead of a particle move. The criteria determining the optimal acceptance of volume
moves are no different than those for particle moves.
There exists a class of potential energy functions for which volume trial moves are
very cheap: namely, those for which the total interaction energy can be written as a
sum of powers of the intermolecular distances
n

Un =

6

I

1<,1

V
i<1

Hcr

a )
e

LSii j

(44)

or, possibly, a linear combination of such sums (the famous Lennard-Jones potential
is an example of the latter category). Note that Un in Eq. 44 changes in a trivial way
if the volume is modified such that the linear dimensions of the system change from
L to L'

Un(L') = (17)n Un(L)

(45)

Clearly, in this case, computing the probability of acceptance of a volume changing
trial move is extremely cheap. Hence such trial moves may be attempted with high
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frequency, e.g. as frequent as particle moves. One should be careful when using the
scaling property (Eq. 45) if one uses at the same time a cutoff (say r) on the range
of the potential. Use of Eq. 45 implicitly assumes that the cutoff radius r, scales with
L, such that re' = rc(L'/L). The corresponding tail correction to the potential (and the
virial) should also be recomputed to take into account both the different cutoff radius
and the different density of the system. Finally, it is always useful to compute the
virial pressure during a constant pressure simulation. On average, the virial pressure
should always be equal to the applied pressure. This is easy to prove as follows. First
of all, note that the virial pressure P(V) of an N-particle system at volume V is equal
to

Py(V) =

-

(

aA)
av,N,

(46)

In an isothermal-isobaric ensemble the probability density P(V) of finding the
system with volume V is equal to exp[ 13(A(V) + P(V))]/Z,,,,,,, where

Zwr o

j dV exp - p (A(V) +P(V))]

Let us now compute the average value of the virial pressure

< Py >

j dV (- 2/0)
exp [
av

p(A(V) + PV)]

ZNPT

f dV p- 1(3e" a\113A(V)]) exp [ 13PV]
ZNPT.

f dVP exp [

13(A(V) + PV))]

ZN"

=P

(47)

The third line in this equation follows from the partial integration.
Thus far we have limited our discussion of constant pressure MC to pure atomic
systems. Extension of the technique to mixtures is straightforward. The method is
also easily applicable to molecular systems. However, in the latter case it is crucial
to note that only the center of mass positions of the molecules should be scaled in a
volume move but never the relative positions of the constituent atoms in the molecule.
This has one practical consequence, namely that the simple scaling relation (Eq. 45)
can never be used in molecular systems with site-site interactions. The reason is that,
even if the center of mass separations between molecules scale as a simple power of
the system size, the site-site separations do not.
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5.1.1. Isotension-isothermal ensemble
The NPT-MC method is perfectly adequate for homogeneous fluids. However, for
inhomogeneous systems, in particular crystalline solids, it may not be sufficient that
the simulation box can change size. Often we are interested in the transformation of
a crystal from one structure to another, or even in the change of shape of the crystalline unit cell with temperature or with applied stress. In such cases it is essential that
there is enough freedom in the shape of the simulation box to allow for such changes
in crystal structure without creating grain boundaries or highly stressed configurations. This problem was first tackled by Parrinello and Rahman [31,32] who developed an extension of the constant-pressure MD technique introduced by Andersen
[33]. The extension of the Parrinello-Rahman method to MC simulations is straight-

forward (actually, the method is quite a bit simpler in MC than in MD). To my
knowledge, the first published account of constant 'stress' MC is a paper by Najafabadi and Yip [34] to which I refer the reader for more details.
5.2. Grand canonical ensemble
In Sec. 2, we introduced the Metropolis sampling scheme as a method to compute
thermal averages of functions A(q"), that depend explicitly on the coordinates of the
molecules in the N-body system under study. Examples of such 'mechanical' properties are the potential energy or the virial contribution to the pressure. However, the
Metropolis method could not be used to determine the integral fdq" exp [ PU(q")]
itself. The latter quantity measures the effective volume in configuration space that
is accessible to the system. Hence the original Metropolis scheme could not be used
to determine those thermodynamic properties of a system that depend explicitly on
the configurational integral. Examples of such 'thermal' properties are: the Helmholtz free energy A, the entropy S and the Gibbs free energy G. However, although
the Metropolis method cannot be used to measure, for instance, free energies directly,
it can be used to measure the difference in free energy between two possible states
of an N-body system. This fact is exploited in the Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
method (GCMC) developed and first implemented for classical fluids by Norman

and Filinov [35], and later extended and improved by a number of other groups
[36-44]. The basic idea of the GCMC method is explained below.
In order to understand the statistical mechanical basis for the GCMC technique,
let us return to Eq. 39 of Sec. 5.1. This equation gives the partition function of a
combined system of N interacting particles in volume V and m = M N ideal gas
molecules in volume Vo V
Q(N,m,V,V0,T)

VN(V0--V)n c

A'N!ml

r

j ds ''' j ds" exp[

f3U(s' ;L)]
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Now, instead of allowing the two systems to exchange volume, let us see what happens if the systems can exchange particles (see Fig. 3).

To be more precise, we assume that the molecules in the two sub-volumes are
actually identical particles. The only difference is that when they find themselves in

volume V they interact and when they are in volume Vo - V, they do not. If we
transfer a molecule i from a reduced coordinate s, in the volume V,- V to the same
reduced coordinate in volume V, then the potential energy function U changes from
U(s") to U(s"+'). The expression for the total partition function of the system, including all possible distributions of the M particles over the two sub-volumes is
Q(M,V,V0,T) =

m

AV3"

V_)7! r dsm-N

MNM

2.1

N.0

j

f ds" exp [ Inks")]

(48)

Following the approach of Sec. 5.1, we now write the probability density to find a
system with M N particles at reduced coordinates sm-N in volume V' -= Vo V and
N particles at reduced coordinates s" in volume V
P(sm;N) _

V" V"4-N
Q(M,V,V',T)A3" NI (M

N)! exp[

(49)

PU(snl

Let us now consider a trial move in which a particle is transferred from V' to the
same scaled coordinate in V. First we should make sure that we construct an underlying Markov chain that is symmetric. Symmetry, in this case, implies that the a priori
probability to move a particle from V' to V should be equal to the a priori probability
of the reverse move. The probability of acceptance of a trial move in which we move
a particle to or from volume V is determined by the ratio of the corresponding probability densities (Eq. 49)
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Fig. 3. Ideal gas (in particles, volume Vo V) can exchange particles with an N-particle system
(volume V).
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V(M - N)

PN-IN+I

PN+

N

V'(N + 1)

-

exp [

13 (U(s"i)

V'(N + 1)
exp[ 13(U(s")
V(M - N)

U(s"))]

- U(s"

(50)
(51)

Now let us consider the limit that the ideal gas system is very much larger than the
interacting system: M -4 , V' ÷ 00 , (M/V) > p. Note that for an ideal gas the
chemical potential )1. is related to the particle density p by p.= kJ In A' p. Therefore,
00, Eqs. 50 and 51 become
in the limit (M/N)
V
PN-o N+I = N + I A-, exp u31.1]

PN+ I

N

=

N+1

A' exp [

exp [ 13(U(s"1) U(s"))]

(52)

(31-1] exp[ POW)- U(s" I))

(53)

In the Metropolis scheme, an attempted particle addition to (removal from) volume
V is accepted if P, N+, R ( I -o > R), where R is a random number uniformly
distributed in the interval [0,1].
Equations 52 and 53 are the basic equations for Grand Canonical MC simulations.
Acceptable trial moves are:
(i) the random insertion of an additional particle at any point in volume V,
(ii) the random removal of any of the N particles in volume V.
In addition, the particles in volume V can sample the accessible configuration space
by conventional MC sampling. Note that in Eqs. 52 and 53 all explicit reference to
the ideal gas system has disappeared. The rules only refer to the system of volume
V.

The most salient feature of the GCMC technique is that in such simulations the
chemical potential p, is imposed, while the number of particles N is a fluctuating
quantity. During the simulation we may measure other thermodynamic quantities,
such as the pressure P, the average density < p > or the internal energy < U >. As we
know 11, we can derive all other 'thermal' properties, such as the Helmholtz free
energy or the entropy. This may seem surprising. After all, in Sec. 2 we stated that
Metropolis sampling cannot be used to sample absolute free energies and related
quantities. Yet, with Grand Canonical MC we appear to be doing precisely that. The
answer is that, in fact, we do not. What we measure is not an absolute but a relative
free energy. In GCMC, we are equating the chemical potential of a molecule in an
ideal gas at density p (for the ideal gas case we know how to compute p. and the
chemical potential of the same species in an interacting system at density p').
Grand Canonical MC works best if the acceptance of trial moves by which the
particles are added or removed is not too low. For atomic fluids this condition effectively limits the maximum density at which the method can be used to about twice
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the critical density. Special tricks are needed to extend GCMC to somewhat higher
densities [42]. GCMC is easily implemented for mixtures and inhomogeneous systems, such as fluids near interfaces. In fact, some of the most useful applications of
the GCMC method are precisely in these areas of research. Although GCMC can be
applied to simple models of non-spherical molecules, it converges very poorly for
all but the smallest polyatomic molecules. For more details on the Grand Canonical
MC method, the reader is referred to the book by Allen and Tildesley [4] and a review
paper by Frenkel [45].
5.3. Gibbs ensemble

The conditions for coexistence of two or more phases I, II,... is that the pressure
of all coexisting phases must be equal (P,= P11= =P), as must be the temperature

= T) and the chemical potentials of all species (p.a, = g= = u. Hence
one might be inclined to think that the best ensemble to study would be the 'constant-03T ensemble'. The quotation marks around the name of this 'ensemble' are
international, because strictly speaking, no such ensemble exists. The reason is simple: if we specify only intensive parameters, such as P, T and la, the extensive variables (such as V) are unbounded. Another way to say the same thing is that the set
P, T, p. is linearly dependent. In order to get a decent ensemble, we must fix at least
one extensive variable. In the case of constant-pressure MC this variable is the num(T, = Til =

ber of particles N, while in Grand Canonical MC the volume V of the system is fixed.
It was, however, shown by Panagiotopoulos [46] that an MC scheme can be devised
that comes very close to achieving the impossible: namely simulating phase equilibria under conditions where the pressure, temperature and chemical potential(s) of

the coexisting phases are equal. The reason why this so-called 'Gibbs-ensemble
method' can work is that, although the difference between chemical potentials in
different phases is fixed (namely, at i = 0), the absolute values are still free to
change. Below we shall show how the Gibbs method can be derived using the description developed in the previous sections.
We start our discussion by recalling the expression for the partition function for a
system of M particles distributed over two volumes V and V' = V0 V, i.e. Eq. 48 in
Sec. 5.2
Q(M , V , V' ,T)

M

V" (V' -N)

N.0

A3MN!(MN)!

=---

r

j

dsM-N

r

ds" exp [

I3U(s")]

In the previous section we assumed that the particles in volume V' behaved as ideal
gas molecules. Now we consider the case that the particles in both volumes are subject to the same intermolecular interactions. In that case, the partition function becomes
NI

Q(M,V,V',T) =
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x

dsm

exp [

I3U]

5 (1.0 exp[

PU(s")]

(54)

We now allow trial moves to transport particles from one sub-system to the other
(see Fig. 4). Using the results of the previous section, it is easy to see that the probability ratio associated with a trial move that transfers one particle from volume V'
to volume V is given by
Prq-)N+1 =
V(M N)
exp [
V'(N + 1)

((U(sN+ `;V)

U(s" ; V) + U(sm

1;V')

U(sm"";V'))]

(55)

The corresponding expression for the reverse trial move follows by making the appropriate substitutions in Eq. 55. As before, the acceptance or rejection of this trial
move can be decided by comparing PN N.1 with a random number in the interval
[0,1]. At this stage, we could set up a MC simulation in which we allow trial moves
that transfer particles from V to V' and vice versa. In the course of such a simulation,
the distribution of particles over V and V' would become such that both sub-systems
are at the same chemical potential.
This may correspond to a situation where both sub-systems have the same density
and pressure, but this need not be the case. For example, if the overall density of the
total system (M/Vu), corresponds to a point in the two-phase region of a first order
phase transition, the two sub-systems may end up in different phases (which is de-

Fig. 4. Gibbs ensemble. Two systems can exchange both volume and particles, but the total
volume and the total number of particles is fixed.
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sirable), at different pressures (which is undesirable). In order to ensure that the
two sub-systems are always at the same pressure, the Gibbs method also allows for
volume changing moves. These may either keep the total volume Vo fixed (this was
the formulation of the original paper of Panagiotopoulos [46]), or the two systems
may both be in contact with a constant pressure bath at pressure P (this generalization is described in a subsequent paper by Panagiotopoulos et al. [47]). Both methods follow directly from the discussion in Sec. 5.1. For the sake of completeness
we write down the expressions for the probability ratios associated with a volume
changing move in the constant-V, ensemble
P(V -4 V + AV ,V' -4 V' - AV) =
exp [

[3(u, (v + AV)

+

- AV)

- UM_N(V))] x

exp [N In ((V + AV)/V) + (M - N) In ((V' - AV)/V')]

(56)

In the constant-P ensemble volume changing moves on the two subsystems can be
carried out independently. The probability of acceptance of such trial moves is given
directly by Eq. 43 of Sec. 5.1. Of course, this constant-P method can only be applied
to systems containing two or more components because in a one-component system,
the two-phase region is a line in the P-T-plane. Hence, the probability that any specific

choice of P and T will actually be at the phase transition, is vanishingly small. In
contrast, for two-component systems, the two-phase region corresponds to a finite
area in the P-T-plane.

Note that in either formulation of the Gibbs method, the total number of particles
is fixed. The method can be extended to study inhomogeneous systems [48] and is
particularly suited to study phase equilibria in multicomponent mixtures and equilibria across semi-permeable membranes [47]. The great advantage of the Gibbs
method over the conventional technique to study phase coexistence is that in the
Gibbs method the system spontaneously 'finds' the densities and compositions of
the coexisting phases. In contrast, the conventional approach was, for instance, to
compute the relevant chemical potentials as a function of pressure at a number of
different compositions (this might require an appreciable number of simulations),
and then construct the coexistence line. At the beginning of this section I stated that
the Gibbs ensemble is not a 'constant-RPT' ensemble, but I did not say what ensemble it actually corresponds to. This point has been considered by Smit at al. [49]
who concluded that, in the thermodynamic limit, the (constant-V) 'Gibbs' ensemble
is rigorously equivalent to the canonical ensemble. At present the Gibbs ensemble
method has become the technique par excellence to study fluid-fluid phase equilibria. However, like the Grand Canonical Ensemble scheme, the method does rely
on a reasonable number of successful particle insertions to achieve compositional
equilibrium. As a consequence, the Gibbs ensemble method cannot be used to study
phase equilibria involving very dense phases or crystalline solids. Although there
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exist, to my knowledge, no numerical schemes that allow direct simulation of, say,
solid-liquid phase coexistence in a multicomponent system, there exists a technique

that greatly facilitates the numerical study of such phase equilibria. This is the
so-called 'Semi Grand Ensemble method' of Kofke and Glandt [50]. A description
of the latter scheme is, however, outside the scope of the present chapter. For more
details, the reader is referred to Ref. 50.
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